Case Study

LAFARGE

CORPORATION
ENKON was initially retained in 2003
to build and host a web-based Land
Information System for Lafarge’s
properties and facilities across
North America.

About Lafarge LIS
The Lafarge LIS, built using ENKON’s
Integral platform, was expanded
in 2007 to include additional land
management processes, such as
tracking acquisitions, divestments,
and agreements that relate to land
holdings.

The Objectives
• Track acquisitions, divestments,
agreements, leases, easements,
and contracts
• Manage data related to facilities,
property registries, and titles
• Reports for Regulatory Compliance,
Task Tracking, Plans, Local Affairs
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Decrease Service Delivery Time
Integral improves efficiency by
dramatically reducing processing time.

Powerful Reporting
Accurate metrics allow your organization
to measure departmental efficiencies and
improve service delivery.

Superior Data Integrity
Reduction of data redundancy, increased
accuracy and prevention of data loss.

The Work
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ENKON delivered a feature-rich Land Information System for Lafarge and
continues to work closely with Lafarge to provide annual services such as:
application enhancements and upgrades; new functionality development
and business process analysis; data conversion and uploads; hardware
maintenance, warranty management, troubleshooting; daily back-ups
with off-site storage; monthly delivery of datasets and reports;
database management (integrity checks, etc.); system deployment and
development; maintenance of all service packs and system upgrades; and
email management.

The Results
Working in tandem with Lafarge, ENKON has enhanced the LIS solution
by adding powerful functionality that aids in access and analysis of
information and allows its employees to be more efficient. Since its initial
deployment in North America, the Lafarge LIS is now used in over 10
countries with a user base of over 800 users. The ENKON designed and
built Lafarge LIS sends out and tracks over 600 land management-related
task emails every week.

